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Figure 1: Coronal rain in bipole field.

As a result of thermal instability, solar coronal

plasma can condense and fragment into heavy, cold

blobs or threads, which subsequently fall towards

the solar surface. Early hydrodynamic (1D) mod-

els showed that this can happen in footpoint heated

coronal loops, that can show recurrent rain events.

We made true multi-dimensional models of coronal

rain, where we started off [1, 2] in 2.5D (assum-

ing invariance along the sheared arcade), to then

explore the process in its 3D manifestation [3, 4].

Much of the insights gained from 1D studies still

persist, with e.g. the formation of siphon flows

causing rebound shocks appearing right after the

condensations form. However, the growth of coro-

nal rain blobs happens faster in directions across neighboring field lines, which evolve similarly

under footpoint heating. The rebound shocks develop into curved shock fronts that reflect the

formation history of condensations on adjacent field lines. Asymmetries may develop in flow

and shock patterns ahead/behind the blobs, as a field line may host several rain blobs affecting

the siphon flows. We find that coronal rain self-consistently establishes counter-streaming flows,

when a blob and its blob-corona transition region gets thorn up into fragments with low pres-

sure conditions on their connecting sections. These depleted areas drive further siphon flows. In

3D, coronal rain in relatively weak magnetic field regions show clear indications of Rayleigh-

Taylor/interchange instabilities, that result in more field-guided blob motions in lower-lying

regions. Synthetic images at EUV wavelengths agree with actual observations.
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